EEG frequency tagging reveals higher order intermodulation components as neural markers of learned holistic shape representations.
Shape perception is intrinsically holistic: combinations of features give rise to configurations with emergent properties that are different from the sum of the parts. The current study investigated neural markers of holistic shape representations learned by means of categorization training. We used the EEG frequency tagging technique, where two parts of a shape stimulus were 'tagged' by modifying their contrast at different temporal frequencies. Signals from both parts are integrated and, as a result, emergent frequency components (so-called, intermodulation responses, IMs), caused by nonlinear interaction of two frequency signals, are observed in the EEG spectrum. First, participants were trained in 4 sessions to discriminate highly similar, unfamiliar shapes into two categories, defined based on the combination of features. After training, EEG was recorded while frequency-tagged shapes from either the trained or the untrained shape family were presented. For all IMs combined, no learning effects were detected, but post hoc analyses of higher-order IMs revealed stronger occipital and occipito-temporal IMs for both trained and untrained exemplars of the trained shape family as compared to the untrained shape family. In line with recent findings, we suggest that the higher-order IMs may reflect high-level visual computations, like holistic shape categorization, resulting from a cascade of non-linear operations. Higher order frequency responses are relatively low in power, hence results should be interpreted cautiously and future research is needed to confirm these effects. In general, these findings are, to our knowledge, the first to show IMs as a neural correlate of perceptual learning.